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Sniffer Sharing

In this white paper we will discuss using APCON IntellaPatch® 
Physical Layer Switches in a network environment to share 
protocol sniffers like the Network General Sniffer® Portable 
or the Fluke OptiView™ Workgroup Analyzer. This paper 
describes the functionality and benefits of sharing sniffers 
among the SPAN/Monitor ports on switches including:

▪ Cisco® 6509 series or Cisco Catalyst® 1912

▪ Nortel Passport® 8600 series or Passport 1424T

▪ Foundry Networks FastIron® 400/800/1500

▪ Extreme Networks BlackDiamond® 1080

▪ 3COM® Switch 7700

Physical layer switches (sometimes referred to as 
“electronic patch panels”) can be extremely effective 
in applications that traditionally require manual cable 
patching. One of the best uses of this technology 
is sharing protocol sniffer hardware among a large 
number of SPAN ports on layer 2 or 3 (enterprise 
class) managed Ethernet switches.

WHY ARE PROTOCOL SNIFFERS USED? 
In today’s networked world, 24/7 business operations 
and service level agreements (SLA) requiring little or no 
downtime are the norm. Businesses must now be proactive 
in their hardware, software and network operation 
practices. Every part of the network must operate at peak 
efficiency, or adversely affect the bottom line through low 
productivity, downtime, and the inability to multitask.

To help ensure peak efficiency, today’s enterprises 
proactively use protocol sniffers for all kinds of daily tasks:

▪ Troubleshooting network and application performance

▪ Monitoring network utilization

▪ Detecting physical network problems

▪ Locating security concerns

▪ Capturing network traffic for analysis

Sniffers can also provide a good measure of network 
traffic, and are thus instrumental in network capacity 
planning for company growth.

BENEFITS OF PROTOCOL SNIFFERS 
Protocol sniffers are an exceptional tool for providing real-
time feedback and statistics on how key software and 
hardware components in the network are functioning. A 
well-trained individual can monitor specific data that will 
help pinpoint and resolve problems facing the network 
infrastructure. You can also monitor certain network 
activities, like hacker activity or intentional misuse 
of network resources, by setting up filters to retrieve 
specific types of packets. Protocol sniffers act as the 
network administrator’s eyes into network complexities.

DRAWBACKS TO PROTOCOL SNIFFERS 
Protocol sniffer equipment and software can be expensive 
and difficult to maintain, especially as the number of 
sniffers increases exponentially with business and IT 
growth. Most enterprise class Ethernet switches allow 
you to create one or more monitoring ports, also referred 
to as SPAN or mirroring ports. You may find it necessary 
to purchase a single sniffer for each SPAN port, or at 
least one sniffer for each switch that contains one or 
more SPAN ports. Software licensing for protocol sniffer 
hardware appliances or PC-based hardware can be 
costly, running up into the tens of thousands of dollars 
per SPAN port. Frequent sniffer software and filter 
updates can also be a distraction from more important 
functions, like keeping your customers and network 
users satisfied. A typical IT department cannot always 
justify these costs, especially when a sniffer is often only 
required for a short period of time each day.

One alternative is to move a protocol sniffer between 
floors or physical locations in order to better utilize the 
hardware. This is great for conserving your IT budget, but 
consumes time and limited personnel resources. Others 
use manual patch panels to share protocol sniffers among 
multiple enterprise class Ethernet switches. Although 
effective, manually moving patch cables on a patch panel 
is extremely error-prone.
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WHAT IS A PHYSICAL LAYER SWITCH? 
An APCON IntellaPatch® Physical Layer Switch is like 
a manual patch panel, but all patching is controlled 
electronically through software. The switch patches 
physical circuits, rather than routing data based on 
packet headers. The “wire once” technology eliminates 
the process of plugging and unplugging physical cables 
from one jack to another in a manual patch panel.

APCON, Inc. has been manufacturing physical layer 
switches since 1999. Research and Development test 
labs, corporate IT departments and storage area network 
(SAN) users around the world reap the benefits and 
versatility of APCON IntellaPatch Physical Layer Switches.

Layer 1 Switches 
In more technical terms, a physical layer switch resides 
on Layer 1 of the Open System Interconnection (OSI) 
model; thus it is often referred to as a “Layer 1” switch. 
The common Layer 2/3 Ethernet switch used in any 
network environment does its switching by reading 
packet or frame headers and routing data to the 
appropriate destination ports designated in the packet 
header. The physical layer switch does not read, modify 
or route based on packet or frame headers, but simply 
establishes a physical connection between two ports. 
Data traverses through the recently-created circuit and 
is not impeded by the overhead of packet processing. 
Moreover, APCON IntellaPatch Physical Layer Switches 
are non-blocking, any-to-any port, non-intrusive, full-line-
speed, and protocol-independent.

Modular Architecture 
APCON manufactures modular physical layer switches that 
allow for future expansion of your monitoring and analysis 
test infrastructure. The latest modular IntellaPatch switches 
use blades with up to 16 fiber optic [Small Form-Factor 
Pluggable (SFP)] or 16 copper (RJ-45) ports. The fiber optic 
models also use SFP transceivers, which are hot-pluggable 
and utilize a small footprint LC-style fiber optic connector. 
Each blade can mix multi-mode and single-mode SFPs to 
specifically tailor the interfaces to your unique needs.

Chassis are available in several configurations, including 
1-, 2-, 4-, 9- or 18-blade-capable models, for a total 
capacity of up to 288 ports per switch. With APCON’S 
flexible chassis design, you purchase just the blades 
you need, while maintaining expandability for network 
growth. If you require more than 288 ports, you can also 
add capacity by connecting multiple IntellaPatch switches 
in a daisy-chain arrangement.

PROTOCOL SNIFFERS USED IN CONJUNCTION 
WITH APCON PHYSICAL LAYER SWITCHES
Physical Layer Switches 
The IntellaPatch Physical Layer Switch works well in 
environments where all enterprise class Ethernet switch 
SPAN ports are wired into one or more central wiring 
closets. It provides a major advantage over manual patch 
panels, eliminating the error-prone manual patching 
process. Fully control IntellaPatch Physical Layer Switches 
with software and popular scripting languages, leaving little 
chance for patching errors that cause network down time.

Figure 1. Typical network environment with an individual protocol sniffer for each SPAN port.
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Physical Configuration 
A typical monitor-sharing environment might include 5 to 
30 protocol sniffers, network probes, Intrusion Detection 
Systems or other analysis devices that are connected to 
the physical layer switch, with remaining ports connected 
to SPAN ports from enterprise class Ethernet switches. The 
Ethernet switches may have multiple SPAN ports, each 
SPAN port occupying a single physical layer switch port.

To initiate a trace, patch two ports together – one protocol 
sniffer port and one SPAN port. The patching of two ports 
establishes a direct 1:1 connection and physically routes 
the data from the SPAN port through the IntellaPatch switch, 
then out to a designated analysis device port.

By moving analysis devices and layer 2/3 switches to a 
central location and connecting them to the physical layer 
switch (“wiring once”), you can share sniffers and other 
devices among all the SPAN ports through a simple-to-use 
graphical user interface (GUI). The GUI provided by APCON 
Monitor software makes it fast and easy to remotely 
control the sharing of sniffers among SPAN/Monitor ports.

The APCON Monitor Software Solution 
Used in conjunction with IntellaPatch switches, APCON 
Monitor software provides an intuitive interface for 
managing your network connections. The primary Quick 
View Connection Status screen provides a wealth of 
information about your analyzer and SPAN ports, including 
device and port names, method of connection (IP address 
or serial port), assigned device number, port status, current 
patch connections, data rates, multicasting counter, 
selected presets and alarm indicator.

APCON MONITOR SOFTWARE
Save Time and Money 
Facilitate equipment sharing to reduce IT expenditures 
with APCON Monitor software and IntellaPatch switches:

▪ Drag-and-drop to make or break connections between 
SPAN/Monitor ports and Analyzer/Probe/IDS ports.

▪ Save entire sets of connections as presets; then recall 
a preset to change hardware utilization instantly.

▪ Backup all settings in a configuration file as a safe-
guard for the current switch, or copy the settings to 
another switch in just a few easy steps.

▪ Speed troubleshooting and ensure maximum 
availability. Monitor detects high temperatures and 
power supply failures in the IntellaPatch switch, in 
addition to providing diagnostics on fiber optic ports.

SPAN Port Safety Logic 
IntellaPatch switches are flexible enough to allow any-to-any 
port connectivity. When defining ports as either an Analyzer/
Probe/IDS port or a SPAN/Monitor port within Monitor, the 
choices are enforced by SPAN Port Safety Logic, adding 
selected ports to exclusive port classes in the firmware – 
only making a connection between two ports that belong to 
opposite classes. That ensures no like ports are connected, 
protecting the network from catastrophic failure.

Media Conversion 
If physical media conversion is required, you can install 
a copper Gigabit Ethernet blade in one module socket 
of the Physical Layer Switch and a Gigabit Ethernet fiber 
optic SFP in another port, providing copper-to-fiber-optic 
media conversion at Gigabit data rates. For example, 
that feature allows you to connect a Gigabit Ethernet 
sniffer with a copper interface to your Gigabit fiber optic 
SPAN ports, eliminating the need to purchase a sniffer 
for a limited number of fiber optic ports. For 10/100 
Ethernet Fiber Optic, you can also convert between 
multimode optical and single-mode optical signals by 
using the appropriate SFP transceivers.

Secure Access 
Four customizable levels of encrypted password 
security in Monitor let you assign specific permissions to 
groups of users. The four levels of security allow you to 
customize the software for specific users or purposes. 
For example, you may want your network operators to 
see which sniffer is currently patched to which SPAN 
port, without allowing the operator to disconnect or move 
the sniffer. All major functions within Monitor can be 
associated with each user level.

Figure 2. Typical sniffer sharing configuration utilizing APCON’s 
IntellaPatch integrated.switching solution.
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SUMMARY 
The APCON IntellaPatch® Physical Layer Switch, combined 
with APCON Monitor software, and industry-leading 
analysis equipment, creates an extremely versatile 
and cost-effective sniffer-sharing solution. For more 
information regarding this topic or any other applications 
from the APCON product line, please call toll-free at 
800–627–6808, or email info@apcon.com today.

APCON HARDWARE MENTIONED

○ IntellaPatch IP16, IP64 or IP144 Physical Layer Switch

○ Blades with SFP transceivers or copper ports for specific 
protocols and data rates

Other Common IntellaPatch Applications:

○ Re-create Customer-Reported Sporadic Problems

○ Simulate Failed Connections or Dark Fiber

○ Automate Switching or Sharing of Peripherals Between SAN 
Islands

○ Multicast a SPAN port to several devices (sniffer/analyzer, 
network probe, intrusion detection system) for complete 
network monitoring.

Use a physical layer switch to assist your network 
analysis. Fewer protocol sniffers means you can:

○ Decrease capital expenditures, eliminating the need to spend 
tens of thousands of dollars on another sniffer every time you 
add an Ethernet switch to your network.

○ Minimize annual maintenance contracts, leaving more money 
for other IT essentials.

○ Decrease hardware inventory to simplify tracking and storage 
of equipment.

○ Eliminate the risk of interconnecting multiple SPAN ports with 
SPAN Port Safety Logic.

○ Create fewer maintenance tasks, including software and 
firmware updates.

Figure 3. Monitor’s Connect Devices control panel.


